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Join us during this darkest time of the year when we celebrate the return of the Divine Child, the Mabon, the 

rebirth of the golden solstice Sun, who will bring warmth, light and life back to Earth again. The Wheel of the 

Year revolves beyond death and towards new light and new life. 
 

On this night, is the Great Conjunction.  This will be the first time for Jupiter and Saturn to be closer to each 

other since 1623, 1226, and many eons.  These two planets will appear as a Star in the Milky Way galaxy.  The 

Sun progressing across the Milky Way, or the Galactic Equator, resides exactly in the middle of this cosmic 

line, in the middle of what the Mayans knew as the “Dark Road”. This means that the Earth, the sun and the 

center of our galaxy are currently in alignment and we are in direct benefit of these powerful energies, 

magnified through this alignment.  The origin of all bodies in our galaxy is derived from the center of the disc-

shaped Milky Way, and the origin of bodies in our solar system is derived from the Sun. Since we are in direct 

alignment with these two centers of life and wisdom, we are empowered more than ever and stand with the 

vision of our futures in our hands. 
 

Druid and astrologer, Sarah Fuhro, writes: “We are in a period of endings, and beginnings. This 

long strange year is ending, and a twenty-year cycle, which began in 2000 will end on the Winter 

Solstice… Jupiter and Saturn represent a matched set of oppositions. Jupiter is expansive, Satur n 

concentrates. Together, like the opposing signs of each full Moon to the Sun, they present a 

wholeness of some aspect of energy and creativity. December 21, as we celebrate the return of the 

Sun to the Northern Hemisphere, Jupiter and Saturn come together in the first degree of a new 

sign, Aquarius, after a year-long journey spent in Capricorn with Pluto and Pallas Athena. Jupiter 

and Saturn meet every twenty years and we often date historical periods from these conjunctions.”  

 

http://www.sarahfuhro.com/

